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Ukraine Officials Leave Posts After Corruption
Allegations
Ukraine's deputy defense minister, responsible for supplies to troops, has
resigned citing "media accusations" of corruption. Other government figures
have also quit or been fired.
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A deputy defense minister and the deputy head of Ukraine’s presidential office both offered
their resignations on Tuesday amid allegations of corruption.

The  high-level  departures  came  soon  after  Ukrainian  President  Volodymyr  Zelenskyy
announced changes to personnel at the highest level after the highest-profile allegations of
graft since Russia launched its invasion.

Who’s resigned, and why?

The defense ministry carried a statement saying Vyacheslav Shapovalov‘s resignation was
“a worthy deed” that would help retain trust in the ministry. Local media have reported
that his departure was linked to a scandal involving the purchase of provisions for the
Ukrainian military. Food contracts were allegedly signed at inflated prices.

Separately,  the  deputy  head  of  Ukraine’s  presidential  office,  Kyrylo  Tymoshenko,  said  he
had asked the president to relieve him of his duties. Tymoshenko was among officials linked
last September to the embezzlement of aid earmarked for Ukraine’s southern Zaporizhzhia
region worth more than $7 million.

Click here to read the full article on DW.
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Featured image: Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky delivers an address in Kiev, Ukraine, April 15,
2022. (Credit: Ukrainian Presidency)
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